Furze Hill Starglyph and Star at Eastfield.
In the year 2000 I waited with anticipation to visit a formation that had appeared in a crop
called rapeseed. The plant is six feet tall with a ridge stem and is used to make canola oil. It is a
bit like asparagus in that when you try to bend the stem it snaps. I had heard that the crop circle
could not have been done by hand without breaking it or uprooting it at the ground level, yet the
plants in this formation were not broken or uprooted. Naturally I wanted to make a special journey to England that year to get a close look.
The plant could be likened to a straw. Grasp a straw firmly at any point and push on it with another finger somewhere else above where you grasp it. It will bend at where you are holding it
and kink the straw. This is its natural physics. It will not bend smoothly as to allow liquid to
flow freely through while it’s bent. The same is true with any ridged cylindrical object like asparagus or this rapeseed. It was suggested at the time a true starglyph would not break the
stalks. I wanted to photograph this and test it for myself.
The crop circle season was running late in 2000. It had been a harsh, rainy and long winter. In
the previous years crop circles appeared as early as April, but it was now mid May. The phone
rang. The messenger said the first starglyph of the year had appeared. I jumped on the next jet
out of Phoenix, Arizona, bound for England. When I arrived we quickly made our way to the
nearby crop circle. It was only a few miles from where I was staying. I was told it hadn’t been
visited by many people. Everyone believed it was a hoax because of its simplicity, and seemingly irregular, meaningless, triangular shape. It was also very small, fitting within one tramline.
These were always considered hoaxes. To most, all of these details would have added up to the
sure fire sign of a hoax. So when we went into the formation it was still almost completely untouched, very pristine.
I saw that it was a beautiful lay within the
crop circle on this bright sunny day. All of
the fragile yellow flowers of the crop
where undamaged. This was a good sign of
not being a hoax. Oftentimes the boards
used to push the crop over damages these
flowers. Here they looked perfect. The
boards also damage the silt surface of the
stalks. They have a fine powder covering
them. The board easily scrapes this off
leaving a visible line. There was no evidence of this either.
The most important clue came when I lifted up some stalks and saw that much of the crop had
been bent over an inch to two inches above the ground. Natural physics shows easily that this is
an impossibility using push-boards. These stalks appeared as if a pipe bender was used to make

the clean, unbroken bend. Of course a pipe bender would not be possible in such a case. So we
determined that this was in fact, an authentic starglyph, even though it had no apparent meaning. It was two small irregular triangles nestled point to point.
It would be nearly ten years
before I would discover
just how magical this week
really was and what this
Starglyph was related to. A
week followed with no
crop circles appearing.
Then the day before I left
to return home, word came
that a formation had appeared in East Field. This
was my favorite field and
one that seems to possess a
great deal of mystery surrounding what happens
there. People were moved
with excitement as this was
the first wheat formation of
the year. It was now June
21st. I felt fortunate that it
appeared while I was still
there.
We made our way into the
field. The crop circle was
huge- maybe half the size
of a football field. It was a challenge to discern what the formation looked like at ground level
because of the size. I saw a series of triangles, but couldn’t yet piece together the whole image.
We made our way down the field to a hill in the distance for more of a bird’s eye view. When
we reached the top and turned to look I was surprised at what I saw. It was a five-pointed star in
a circle made of triangles, but the story was much deeper for me…

Two years previous to this event, I had created a design in my
computer and titled it “Spiritual Warrior.” It was comprised
of a five-pointed star and a single triangle. It struck me in a
particularly powerful way although I didn’t really know why.
But I kept the design as it felt important. This symbol carried

an energy- a very powerful energy. Whenever I felt someone was truly interested in starglyphs,
then I would print out one of these images and give it to them. I did this from the quietness of
my home. No one in England was aware of this symbol.
It took my breath away when I realized the Star Nations
had created this same symbol in a field with a slight variation. Nonetheless, they were the same. That this starglyph appeared when it did, left me with the feeling there
was some sort of communication transpiring that I didn’t
understand and really wasn’t aware of.
The Star Nations were offering me what I might call “star
knowledge.” When I looked deeply into the matrix of this
starglyph, there were several points that made it a masterful teaching. The most important part was hidden.
First notice the symmetry between the left and right sides
of the glyph. Notice particularly the contrast between those parts shaded and not shaded. It
flows with harmony between the element of light and shadow. Look now at how the legs of this
star stand so strong, each planted firmly into the corners of a triangle, or pyramid shape. It is a
powerful stance- the stance of a warrior.
Now take the triangle and create another the same
shape and size and turn it upside down with the
point at the bottom of the circle. See the transformation, as the five-pointed star becomes the sixpointed star. This six-pointed star is the coming
together of the earth and sky in perfect symmetry.
It suggests a perfect place of balance. It is often referred to as the spiritual star.

So this warrior is not one of the physical world, as some might think when ‘warrior’ is suggested: It represents an energy of spirit and a warrior of symmetry. The warrior knows the harmonies between earth and sky, and creates journeys that move with this in mind.
Nearly ten years later while I was writing my book, 7 Fires, I had a vision that revealed the nature of the “spiritual warrior” crop circle that had appeared at Furze Hill, May 14, 2000. In this
vision I saw a blowing dust storm. I was very compelled to look deep inside it. It felt as if something was there I couldn’t quite make out. The faint outline of a pyramid began to emerge. Its
edges were lined with faint stars twinkling in the dust storm. It grew steadily closer. Then I
heard a wisp of wind and saw this geometric form move past my shoulder into my field of view.
It was a geometric shape slowly spinning, moving towards the pyramid. I recognized it as the
Starglyph that appeared at Furze Hill. The pyramid transformed as if I was looking at it with xray glasses peering through the stone at its shafts, corridors and chambers. The Furze Hill starglyph moved closer and spun into a position where it locked to the angle of the shaft of the
Queen’s Chambers. It snapped into position with a sound similar to heavy locking metal doors.
Then followed a surging, a hum, as if the pyramid itself had activated. An upside down triangle
appeared lined with glowing light. It was the same size and shape of the pyramid. It locked to
the points of the Furze Hill starglyph and at the same time to the points of the pyramid. As it
surged with pulsing energy it revealed that the great pyramid was, in fact, carrying the essence
of a six-pointed star in its unseen fields. It transformed into a component of the universal language of the cosmos. It was magical. The Furze Hill starglyph was a key that unlocked another
unseen secret of the pyramids- an element the ancient Egyptian mystics had planned into The
Great Pyramid originally.
I found it interesting that both the crop circles that appeared that week in the year 2000 were related to unseen six-pointed stars. Hmm…? There was more but that is available in my book, 7
Fires.

